
AUDIO SHORTS (< 35’’) - May 1st-15th 
 

SSDC 
 

3D reconstruction of Neanderthal woman revealed .mp3 
Climate experts predict disasters of all kinds  .mp3 
Drop in demand for iphones H1 , Rmp3.mp3 
France - prison van attacked, H Schofield (Phono).mp3 
London Mayor Sadiq Khan elected fo3rd time Phono.mp 
Military details hacked NB, , .mp3 
On this day, 4 weddings & a funeral success.mp3 
On this day, Blackpool Toweopens.mp3 
On this day, Christopher Columbus's discovery .mp3 
On this day, only UK PM assassinated Percival mp3 
On this day, Torino youth side won championship after whole team A died in plane.mp3 
Pope urges families to have babies-  demography, .mp3 
Red Squirrels may have spread leprosy in Middle Ages NB  R.mp3 
Schools are being hacked, too  (safety, details, data breaches .mp3 
The heavier, the more sick days workers take study .mp3 
Water leak in Hastings, restaurant to lose money PHONO mp3.mp3 
Wet weather threatens UK food supplies =>. shortage by 10%.mp3 
 

 DEBATABLES May 15 
 

AI ChapGPT chatbox recognizes emotions & surprise.mp3 
Concert filming on mobiles debate R.mp3 
Early release of prisoners planned to ease overcrowding H.mp3 
Isle of Man and assisted dying .mp3 
Magna Carta damaged by 80-y-old Stop Oil protesters .mp3 
On this day, first MacDonald (progress ????) .mp3 
Rush to anti-obesity drugs.mp3 
Rwanda scheme v. Human Rights H1, .mp3 
Stop and search debate on discrimination .mp3 
UK preparing Rwanda deportation .mp3 
Using the internet is good for well-being 2.mp3 
 

HOPE & PROGRESS  
 

Alzheimer detection tests are promising SSSC progress.mp3 
Anti-obesity jabs could cut risks of heart attacks  progress.mp3 
Criminalizing homelessness or rough sleeping is being discussed   PROGRESS .mp3 
Dementia among former football players campaign (Progress).mp3 
Fruit parcel distributions have doubled,  Progress .mp3 
New sort of healthy bread created for supermarkets.mp3 
OFCOM’s Social Media tougher control on wild West .mp3 
On this day, WW2 is over.mp3 
Out of recession figures & trends PROGRESS  (phono ***).mp3 
Prices rise more slowly   figures PROGRESS .mp3 
Stricter rules for internet-connected devices (cyberattacks safety risks) .mp3 
Using the internet is good for well-being .mp3 
Water leak repaired H2 IOW.mp3 


